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The lowlight of recent days has been the way schools everywhere have been planning to 
destroy the minds and bodies of their pupils by forcing them to wear masks.  
 
I recently saw a long letter from the head a school in the UK which caters to children 
aged 11 and upwards. The letter is the most repulsive piece of crap I have ever seen 
emerge from any orifice belonging to a schoolteacher. I speak, I should remind you, as a 
former GP who has seen more than his fair share of excrement.  
 
Before I start, I should remind you that a recent survey showed that schoolteachers are 
less likely to catch covid-19 than other adults. Also, the infection is so rare among 
children, and so harmless to fit and active schoolchildren, that any child who becomes 
seriously ill with covid-19 will probably find themselves lead item on the next BBC news 
bulletin.  
 
Here’s what this gibbering head has to say about what the pupils can expect when they 
return to what was presumably once called a school, but which should now be referred 
to as some sort of concentration camp.  
 
The head buffoon starts by announcing that during their first day in school healthy 
students will undertake a lateral flow test for covid-19 at the school’s test centre. This, 
of course, is entirely pointless because the biggest scientific study I’ve ever seen showed 
that asymptomatic spread of covid-19 does not occur. If you think about it, this makes 
sense. Like all varieties of the flu this disease is spread by coughing and sneezing. If 
you’re not coughing or sneezing… 
 
The worst bit of this long and intensely boring and unnecessary letter, however, is the 
bit that states that `unless medically exempt, students must wear a face mask at all 
times’, though presumably not when eating or drinking.  
 
Presumably, they must, therefore, continue to wear masks if they are unable to breathe 
or if they are, for some reason, vomiting. No mention of not wearing masks when 
exercising even though a number of children have definitely died while wearing masks 
during exercise. I assume the school will have an undertaker on constant call to deal 
with this eventuality.  
 
Students are also told that they must take with them a bottle of water and some 
sanitising hand gel.  
 



Oh, and windows and doors will be open and in colder weather students can wear coats 
in classrooms with the permission of their teacher. This is a parody of lunacy, or is it 
lunacy itself?  
 
If students use school or public transport, they must wear a face mask. No mention here 
of exemptions. The school instructs that face masks should be washed each evening. So 
pupils will presumably be wearing their masks all day long – regardless of the generally 
accepted medical view that masks should not be worn for more than two hours and 
definitely not for more than four hours. Forcing children to wear masks for eight hours a 
day is pretty nearly as daft as hitting them over the head with a cricket bat for eight 
hours a day. It’s child abuse and should be punished accordingly. When politicians and 
doctors are tried and convicted, teachers will be tried and convicted for mass child 
abuse.  
 
There will be a major epidemic of bacterial pneumonia among schoolchildren as a direct 
result of the stupid mask wearing. And children will develop dementia in a few years’ 
time. That’s not theory. The medical evidence is available. Take a look at the free pdf of 
my small booklet Proof that masks do more harm than good. It’s available on 
vernoncoleman.com, vernoncoleman.org and the lightpaper.co.uk. And take a look at my 
other videos and articles about masks – I seem to have been warning about these 
damned things for decades.  
 
And anyone who loves masks must hate the environment. As I have reported previously 
billions of discarded masks, paper and cloth, are turning up in the countryside and in the 
sea. You can’t care about the environment if you wear a mask. It is something of a sick 
joke that the people who opposed plastic bags and straws now promote face masks. The 
hypocrisy is staggering.  
 
And I wonder, incidentally, how many of the schools which insist on masks being worn 
also use WIFI – despite the clear evidence of the harm this does to children.  
 
Next, what the hell happens to the brave children who turn up to school without masks 
because they have an illness which makes mask wearing particularly dangerous? In 
America, an astonishing 8.4% of school children have been officially diagnosed as 
suffering from asthma. For a variety of reasons which have nothing to do with children 
or their health the percentage is probably a little lower in the UK. But even if only 5% of 
children have asthma then that means that 5% of children cannot possibly wear masks. 
Add in other disorders which make mask wearing absurdly dangerous and it’s safe to say 
that one in ten children must not wear masks. For teachers who aren’t good at maths, 
that’s three children in a class of thirty. And what about children who wear spectacles 
which will steam up – preventing them from seeing the blackboard? And children who 
rely on lip reading will be stuffed.  
 
I’ve seen one head teacher say that children who don’t wear masks must stay at the 
back of the class and not mix with other pupils. They will be officially ostracised. That’s 
discrimination and I’m pleased to say that it’s still illegal in most countries – though I’ve 
no doubt that the Agenda 21 and Great Reset enthusiasts will see that that’s changed. 
Teachers should have the guts to stand up and refuse to carry out these cruel and fascist 
orders.  
 
Who the hell are these teachers who promote masks? Where did they train? Are they left 
over guards trained at Dachau or Auschwitz? Any teacher who treats non-mask wearing 
children differently should be sacked immediately. Even the BBC has reported that 
teachers are not at significantly higher risk of death from covid-19 than the general 
population.  
 
Let me be blunt for a change. Not my style, I know, but this makes me truly furious.  



 
The bottom line is that any teacher who insists on children wearing masks is evil and 
should be locked up for child abuse. Six of the best with a used plimsoll is nowhere near 
enough. Permanent incarceration in an institution of ill repute is the only sensible 
solution. There is no need to try the bastards because there can be no doubt about their 
guilt. Just lock them up and then force them to swallow the key.  
 
My message to parents is simple – threaten to sue any teacher who wants to force 
children to wear masks.  
 
My message to children who don’t wear masks – for whatever reason – is simple. You 
have courage and my respect. You may suffer discrimination and even abuse – but 
remember, every month that goes by you will gain several percentage points, both 
physically and mentally, on your mask wearing school mates.  
 
Evidence shows that those who wear masks become physically debilitated and mentally 
weaker. And this is truer of children than of adults.  
 
So, the child who wears no mask will gradually climb towards the top of the class in both 
physical and mental terms.  
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Vernon Coleman’s book `Proof that Masks Do More Harm than Good’ is available free as 
a PDF on www.vernoncoleman.com, www.vernoncoleman.org and the lightpaper.co.uk. 
Please read it and send copies to everyone you know.  
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